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A Spacious and Bright 3 Bedroom Apartment  
EPC Rating: Band TBC 

Guide Price: £315,000 

Branksome Park 



 

 

 
 

PLEASE NOTE Measurements quoted are approximate and for guidance only. Fixtures, fittings, services & appliances have not been tested 
and therefore no guarantee can be given that they are in working order. Images have been produced for information and it cannot be 
inferred that any item shown is included with the property. These particulars are believed to be correct but their accuracy is not 
guaranteed and they do not constitute an offer or form part of a contract. Solicitors are specifically requested to verify the sales particulars 
details in the pre-contract enquiries, in particular: price, local and other searches.  
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Fountain Court 
13 The Avenue  

Branksome Park, Poole  
BH13 6EZ 

 

SPACIOUS AND GRAND THREE 
BEDROOM APARTMENT. 

 Set on the third floor and boasting 
expansive accommodation throughout 
and a double garage, a spacious and 
bright apartment in a sought after 

position. 
 BEACH AND SHOPS CLOSE BY.  

 
(ref:820327) 

 

An extremely spacious and very bright three 
bedroom, third floor apartment in this well 
regarded purpose built development in Branksome 
Park, also boasting a double garage. 
 
The apartment is set in a sought after position in 
a popular block in a prime Branksome Park 
location, just moments to both the beach at 
Branksome Chine and the shops and amenities of 
Westbourne. This makes the apartment ideal 
either for those seeking a spacious main home in 
a prime position or even those seeking an 
impressive beachside second home in one of the 
South's hotspots. 
 
Featuring a very bright aspect with the majority 
of accommodation facing south and west the 
apartment is set on the third floor and is 
accessible via lift. 
 
Of particular interest is the exceptional living 
space on offer. With a Living Room stretching to 
almost 21ft x 12ft and a further separate Dining 
Room, the accommodation is unusually big for an 
apartment and indeed provides a variety of 
options to suit individual preferences. Further 
accommodation comprises three double 
bedrooms, including a sumptuous Master Suite 
with a very large En Suite.  There is also an 
additional well-proportioned bathroom. The 
Kitchen is also spacious offering room to dine and 
features a pleasant outlook onto the balcony and 
beyond. Couple this with the abundance of 
storage, and hopefully all the boxes are ticked! 
 
The apartment is presented in reasonable order 
but would equally offer the potential for 
modernisation and for one to really put their own 
stamp on the property. 
 
Outside, the apartment benefits from a Double 
Garage; extremely sought-after and elusive in 
apartments. With the combination of style, 
space, sun and garaging, this really is an 
apartment not to be missed! 

 

Brochure prepared by Matthew Cowley 

 

 

 

 


